
ON-FIELD PARADE 

INSTRUCTIONS & GUIDELINES 
 

The New York Mets are pleased to welcome you and your group to our on-field 

parade presentation.  Our goal is to make this an exciting and memorable event for 

all of the participants.  This requires preparing all involved with information that will 

enable the parade to run smoothly. 

 

Therefore, we ask that you please impart to your group the following instructions and 

guidelines: 

 

 Your group should enter through the Left Field Gate with their game tickets 

no later than an hour and a half before game time. 

 Once through the gate, proceed to the Left Field Ramp. 

 Mets Staff and signage will be there to help you locate your League or 

Pack/Troop position on the ramp. 

 Only uniformed members and leaders will be allowed to participate. 

Families may wait on the ramps with participants, but will not be able to join 

the parade.  All children must be accompanied by the group leader. 

 Mets Staff will lead the parade onto the field.  Please be alert to their 

instructions. 

 Stay on the track. Do not go on the grass or near the wall.   Avoid stepping 

on the foul lines. 

 Do not attempt to engage players who are preparing for the game. 

 Do not take samples of grass, dirt or other items from field.   

 Please keep the parade moving.  You make take all the photos you like – 

just do not stop to do so.  Delays could result in groups at the end of the 

line not getting on the field.* 

 At the conclusion of the parade, you will be directed to your game seats.  

Group leaders should make sure all of their group members are accounted 

for! 

 

We thank you in advance for following these guidelines as it allows us to continue to 

offer this unique fan experience in the future. 
 

*The New York Mets reserve the right to deny participation to any group not adhering to these rules and to terminate 

parade due to inclement weather, unsafe conditions or time constraints. 


